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Executive summary 

The Mandurah Terrace in the onshore central Perth Basin has been proposed as an environmentally 
suitable site for CO2 injection (i.e. the SW Hub) with the “storage complex” reservoir, primary and 
secondary seal represented by the Triassic lower Lesueur Sandstone (Wonnerup Member), the Late Triassic 
upper Lesueur Sandstone (Yalgorup Member) and the Early Jurassic basal Eneabba Formation, respectively. 

Prior investigations in the SW Hub region indicate that fault systems affect the target CO2 storage reservoir 
and the potential top seals and it is known that changes in the pore pressure and stress field induced by 
fluid injection could alter the initial seal performance of a reservoir by either overcoming the faults 
membrane seal capacity leading to across- or along-fault circulation of CO2 or by triggering slip on pre-
existing faults leading to the potential along-fault circulation of CO2.  

This project is integrated with others ANLEC R&D funded projects. It uses stress data from the project 
Advanced geophysical data analysis at Harvey-1: storage site characterization and stability assessment 
(Pevzner et al., 2013), it uses facies and rock properties defined in the project Facies-based rock proprieties 
distribution along Harvey-1 stratigraphic well (Delle Piane et al., 2013) and it uses 3D facies models from 
the project Stratigraphic forward modelling for South West Collie Hub Phase One - Static Model (Griffith et 
al., 2012).  

This project (Integration of data from Harvey-1 well to support decision, 7-1111-0201) relies on the 
available subsurface data and carries out a first-order assessment of the CO2 containment potential for the 
SW Hub. A new geological model consistent with the integration of the latest 2D seismic reflection survey 
with the vintage seismic surveys and available geophysical data has been built. It integrates five 
stratigraphic horizons tied to formation tops in the new Harvey-1 data well (Neocomian UC, top basal 
Eneabba Shale, top Yalgorup, top Wonnerup and top Sabina sandstone) and 13 main faults that can be 
correlated between at least two 2D-seismic lines that show constancy in dip, strike orientation and offset. 
This represents a first-order geological model and the acquisition of additional seismic and well data is 
critical to reduce remaining geological uncertainty and further constrain the structural framework. 

The membrane fault seal capacity has been assessed using the Shale Gouge Ratio (SGR) predictive 
algorithm that can be calibrated to derive an across-fault-seal failure envelop and to calculate a maximum 
fluid column height capable to be trapped by a fault without leaking. Three across-fault CO2 migration 
scenarios are investigated: (1) between two self juxtaposed Wonnerup Members, (2) between the 
Wonnerup Member and a juxtaposed thief zone in the Yalgorup Member and (3) between the Wonnerup 
Member and the Eneabba Formation lying above the Yalgorup Member. The likelihood of lateral migration 
of CO2 across faults between the Wonnerup Member and any interbedded sandstone thief zone in the 
Yalgorup Member can be locally high to the south of the SW Hub (faults F1, F11 and 14). The likelihood of 
lateral migration of CO2 across faults within the Wonnerup Member can also be locally high to the south of 
the SW Hub with potential of westward migration beyond F1 if the CO2 column exceeds the local offset. 
One fault (F10) juxtaposes the Wonnerup with the overburden Eneabba; however SGR values on the fault 
plane suggest an “average to low” likelihood of across-fault migration and the supported CO2 column 
before breaching the membrane seal is between 110 and 1100m. 

The relationship between the modelled faults and the present-day stress field has been investigated to 
define critically stressed fault segments most at risk of reactivation and failure with pore-pressure build-up 
due to injection. It is assumed that a reactivated fault will be associated with an increase in structural 
permeability (i.e., along-fault flow). The slip tendency values are minimum for faults striking parallel to 

SHmax and Shmin (105 and 195 respectively) and increase for strike orientation 50-80 (SW-NE) and 

130-160 (SSE-NNW). However the slip tendency magnitude for the SSE-NNW-oriented faults in the SW 
Hub are low (typically between 0.15 and 0.3) suggesting a low risk of fault failure under the present-day 
stress. The critical pore pressure perturbation required to induce failure on any particular fault orientation 
is primarily depth-dependent as a result of an increase in depth resulting in an increase in stresses. This will 
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have the effect of preventing failure to occur. Therefore the smallest critical pore pressure perturbations 
required to reach failure stress are located to the north of the SW Hub along faults F1, F2 and F10 and once 
converted to an equivalent of CO2 column height represent 1200 m or 1000 m of CO2 column. However this 
corresponds to fracture stability values slightly <10MPa and empirical data from the Timor Sea suggest that 
below 10 MPa faults have a higher likelihood of experiencing onset of reactivation and leakage of 
hydrocarbons over geological times. 

The cumulative frequency distribution of fault throws suggests that the geological model underestimates 
the number of faults with throw smaller than 120 m. A first-order fracture modelling suggests dominant 
shear failures with a maximum density of fractures in the central and eastern part of the SW Hub, adjacent 
to fault F10. The stress state of these small faults and fractures suggests that there is an average-low 
likelihood of failure under the present-day in-situ stress field. However the pore pressure increase required 
to reach failure stress decreases down to <10MPa to the west of the SW Hub where the Wonnerup and 
Yalgorup Members are the shallowest.  

In light of the first-order assessment at the CO2 containment for the SW Hub it is recommended to (1) 
acquire additional subsurface data, especially seismic reflection data in order to decrease uncertainties on 
the subsurface architecture and constrain the structural framework; (2) constrain the local stratigraphic 
framework by acquiring additional data to calibrate the Vsh models and the distribution of geomechanical 
and petrophysical properties; (3) acquire pressure data from within multiple fault compartments to 
constrain the across-fault pressure difference and calibrate the membrane fault seal calculations; and 
eventually (4) sample fault zones and define the geomechanical and petrophysical properties of faults to 
constrain the geomechanical fault seal assessment. 

 

 

Summary of across-fault (left) and along fault (right) CO2 migration potential for the SW Hub. 
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1 Introduction 

The Perth Basin (Figure 1) was originally proposed by the APCRC’s GEODISC Project during the regional 
assessment (e.g., Bradshaw and Rigg, 2001), as an environmentally suitable site for CO2 injection. 
Subsequently the decision was made to proceed with a comprehensive site assessment and geological 
modelling of the Mandurah Terrace. This site was selected due to (i) the proximity to major CO2 emission 
sources and (ii) the presence of a potentially suitable reservoir (Triassic Wonnerup Sandstone) and primary 
and secondary seals (Late Triassic Yalgorup intraformational shale and Early Jurassic basal Eneabba 
shale)(Figure 2, Causebrook et al., 2006; Varma et al. 2009). This is referred to the Collie Southwest CO2 
Geosequestration Hub or SW Hub hereafter (Figure 1). In February 2012 the Harvey-1 stratigraphic hole 
was drilled (2945 m) in order to determine the local stratigraphy (Figure 1). The Wonnerup and the 
Yalgorup Members were thoroughly investigated based on wireline logs interpretation and the geological 
and petrophysical characterisation of 6 cored sections totalling 217 m in length (Delle Piane et al., 2013). 

Available seismic reflection data for the SW Hub clearly indicates that multiscale faults (10s of m to 10s of 
km) affect the target CO2 storage reservoir (Wonnerup Member) and the potential top seals (Yalgorup 
Member and basal Eneabba Formation). Globally, there have been many examples of seismicity apparently 
induced by fluid injection in oil fields (see the review by Grasso, 1992) and it is known that changes in the 
pore pressure and stress field cause by fluid injection could alter the initial seal of a reservoir by either (1) 
overcoming the fault(s) membrane seal capacity leading to circulation of CO2 by migration across or along 
the fault (e.g., Bretan et al., 2011; Ciftci et al., 2012), (2) by triggering slip on pre-existing fault(s) delimiting 
trap(s) or within the caprock leading to the potential loss of CO2 by migration up the fault (e.g., Streit and 
Hillis 2004; Rutqvist et al. 2007; Chiaramonte et al. 2008; Bretan et al., 2011) or (3) by hydraulically 
fracturing the caprock (e.g., Secor, 1965, 1969). 

For the purpose of assessing the first-order containment potential for the SW Hub, we investigate the first 
two points above related to faults that predate any CO2 injection. 

The containment assessment initially relies on the seismic mapping of the subsurface for the SW Hub, the 
definition of the main stratigraphic and structural elements and the development of a geological model 
consistent with the integration of a recently acquired (2011) 2-D seismic survey with the vintage seismic 
surveys and available geophysical data. Facies models capturing the 3D distribution of shale are 
constructed based on the Harvey-1 well data and 3D forward stratigraphic models carried out over the 
study area (Griffith et al., 2012). 

In case of juxtaposition of the Wonnerup Member against another aquifer across a fault, the membrane (or 
capillary) seal (Jennings, 1987; Watts, 1987) is assessed using the Shale Gouge Ratio (SGR) predictive 
algorithm (Yielding et al., 1997; Freeman et al., 1998) that is considered as a proxy of up-scaled fault-rock 
composition (Bretan et a., 2011). Empirical calibration is used to derive a fault-seal failure envelop and to 
calculate a maximum fluid column height able to be trapped by a fault without leaking (Yielding, 2002; 
Bretan et al., 2003). Ciftci et al. (2012) demonstrate that SGR calculated on faults intersecting, but not 
offsetting completely, a caprock can also be used to qualitatively assess along-fault hydrocarbon migration 
potential and caprock bypass. 

The effects of stress field changes on fault kinematic behaviour also needs to be understood, and fault 
reactivation potential should be estimated before CO2 injection. Therefore the relationship between the 
modelled faults and the present-day stress field is investigated to define which critically stressed fault 
segments are most likely to be forced into failure with pore-pressure build-up. Areas of fault reactivation 
are associated with an increase in structural permeability and therefore with the potential for along-fault 
flow (Ferril et al., 1999, Mildren et al, 2005, Bretan et al., 2011).  

Finally elastic dislocation theory (Okada, 1985; 1992; Dee et al., 2007) is used to predict the spatial 
distribution, orientation and mode of sub-seismic fractures in the Wonnerup and the Yalgorup Members 
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and assess their relative likelihood of reactivation under the present-day stress field and the impact of 
pore-pressure increase due to CO2 injection.  

This work led to an initial assessment of containment capacity for the SW Hub and is used to define data 
gap that need to be addressed in order to (1) fully characterise the impact of faults and fractures on the 
potential migration pathways of injected supercritical CO2 and (2) select the most optimal test injection 
site(s); and (3) design an effective measurement, monitoring and verification strategy. 

 

 

Figure 1: Perth Basin subdivision, tectonic lineaments and location of the SW Hub model. Modified form Crostella 
and Backhouse, 2000. 
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Figure 2: Stratigraphy of the central and southern Perth Basin and definition of the proposed CO2 containment 
reservoir and top seal for the SW Hub. Modified form Crostella and Backhouse, 2000. The arrows indicate the 
mapped seismic horizons. 
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2 Geological setting 

The study area is located in the central part of the onshore Perth Basin, at the south end of the Mandurah 
Terrace (Figure 1, Crostella and Backhouse, 2000), approximately between latitudes 32˚50’ and 33˚10’. To 
date, only limited drilling has been carried out in the southern Mandurah Terrace and its structural setting 
is still not well understood because of the sparse and poor quality seismic reflection data. The Mandurah 
Terrace forms a terrace in comparison to the offshore Vlaming Sub-basin to the west and is bounded to the 
east by the Darling Fault System. To the south the Mandurah Terrace is bounded by the Harvey Ridge that 
is a broad (> 10km) NW-trending basement high associated with normal and strike-slip deformation in the 
Phanerozoic sedimentary cover (G. Bernardel, pers. comm., 2012). Both the Darling Fault System and the 
Badaminna Fault bounding the terrace to the east and west, respectively, trend to the N-NNE. The 
structural pattern for the southern Mandurah Terrace primarily shows NNE to NNW trending features 
(Cockbain, 1990; Crostella and Backhouse, 2000). Based on interpretation of regional gravity data, Wilkes et 
al. (2011) and Iasky and Lockwood (2004) suggest the presence of NNW to NW trending features in the 
southern Mandurah Terrace and to the south, respectively (Figure 3). NNW trending structures are also 
widespread in the western part of the Yilgarn Craton east of the Mandurah Terrace (Myers and Hocking, 
1998; Wilkes et al., 2011) where they form, for instance, the bounding faults of the intra cratonic Collie 
Basin.  

Crostella and Backhouse (2000) detailed the stratigraphy of the central Perth Basin. On the southern 
Mandurah Terrace (Figure 2) the oldest known sedimentary rocks are Permian in age and belong to the Sue 
Group. The Lake Preston-1 well intersects c. 150m of Late Permian Willespie Formation. However, well 
correlation suggests that older Permian sediments are present in the study area (Crostella and Backhouse, 
2000). The Sabina Sandstone overlies the Willespie Formation with an apparently conformable contact, and 
is conformably overlain by the Lesueur Sandstone. The Lake Preston-1 well intersects a complete c. 500m 
section of Sabina Sandstone while the recently drilled Harvey-1 well intersects only the upper 50m 
(2895mDRT to 2945mDRT). The units intersected in Harvey-1 have been investigated by Delle Piane et al. 
(2013) and are listed in Table 1. The 1515m of Wonnerup Member (lower Lesueur Sandstone) drilled in 
Harvey-1 well consists primarily of interbedded coarse to gravelly sandstones occasionally punctuated by 
fine to medium, cross-laminated sandstones and massive, coarse-grained to gravelly sandstones and 
mudstone layers typical of fluvial environments. The Yalgorup Member (upper Lesueur Sandstone) is 676m 
thick in Harvey-1 well and represents an interbedded succession of mixed coarse to gravelly facies and fine 
to medium grained facies and siltstones and mudstone. Open, gently inclined, fractures often occur as 
conjugate sets, exhibiting prominent slickenlines. A 79m thick basal Eneabba Shale is interpreted in Harvey-
1 well using correlation from other wells and through breaks on the induction-electrical, gamma-ray and 
sonic logs. Although the residual trapping is expected as the sealing mechanism, the Yalgorup Member and 
Eneabba basal Shale are believed to represent potential physical top seals for the reservoirs in the 
Wonnerup Member. The basal Eneabba Shale is overlain by 375m of the Eneabba Formation. No core was 
recovered from the Eneabba Formation in Harvey-1; however Mory and Iasky (1996) described it as a fluvial 
coarse to very coarse grained sandstone interbedded with local minor conglomerate, and multicoloured 
claystone and siltstone. The Early Jurassic Eneabba Formation is eroded and overlain by the Neocomian 
Unconformity. Based on well data from the Bunbury Trough to the south and the Beermullah Trough to the 
north (Crostella and Backhouse, 2000) and vitrinite reflectance data (Iasky, 1993) we estimate that at least 
1500m of Early to Late Jurassic sediment might have been deposited on the southern Mandurah Terrace 
and then eroded during the Neocomian (i.e. Berriasian-Valanginian). The unconformity is overlain by 215m 
of Early Cretaceous Leederville Formation described as a sandstone, shale, and conglomerate interval in the 
Leederville Valley waterbore (Fairbridge, 1953). There is 29m of Guilford formation are present above the 
Leederville Formation in Harvey-1.  

Tectonic evolution of the central Perth Basin is described in Cockbain (1990) Crostella and Backhouse 
(2000) or Iasky and Lockwood (2004). During the Late Carboniferous to Early Permian, north-trending 
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regional rifting marked the beginning of sedimentation within the Mandurah Terrace (Crostella and 
Backhouse, 2000). During the Permian, Triassic, and Jurassic, the Darling Fault System acted as a growth 
fault, which resulted in Permian to Neocomian clastic sedimentation from the emergent Yilgarn Craton that 
thickens toward the fault. During the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous the onshore part of the Perth Basin 
was uplifted, with limited and/or discontinuous deposition, and by the Neocomian the final separation of 
Australia from India produced intense deformation, uplift and erosion (Neocomian Unconformity). This 
episode is responsible for the bulk of the deformation observed in the study area. Although fault 
movement drastically decreases after the Neocomian break-up, localised fault activity is possible due to 
differential compaction or Cretaceous and/or Tertiary stress regime. 

 

Figure 3: Regional geophysical data showing some major structural trends. A) Reduced pole to aeromagnetic image. 
B) Vertical gradient of isostatic residual gravity. Modified form Wilkes et al., 2011.  

 

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT TOP MDRT TOP TVDSS 

Guildford 5 +20 

Leederville 36 -11 

Eneabba 250 -225 

Basal Eneabba shale 625 -600 

Yalgorup  704 -679 

Wonnerup  1380 -1335 

Sabina 2895 -2870 

Total depth 2945 -2920 

Table 1: Harvey-1 well; formation tops. 
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3 Geological model 

The modelled area represents a box of c. 20 km by 30 km around the Harvey-1 well (Figure 4). The model 
extends to the coastline in the west and the Darling Fault in the east. The final model includes the main 
faults (correlated over at least two 2D-seismic lines) and five stratigraphic horizons, i.e. the Neocomian 
Unconformity,  the top basal Eneabba Shale, the top Lesueur Formation (top Yalgorup Member), the top 
Wonnerup Member and the top Sabina Formation (Figure 2). The horizons are tied to the top formation 
markers from Harvey-1 (Table 1). 

3.1 Dataset  

Mapping of the 2D-seismic reflection data for the SW Hub has been carried out to define a consistent 
geological model. Various vintages of seismic reflection data were integrated in order to optimise the line 
spacing. The model was initially constructed around the 2011 2D GA Lower Lesueur seismic survey as these 
data present the best resolution and signal to noise ratio and Harvey-1 lies less than 60m from line 11GA_2 
(Figure 4). The 2011 2D GA Lower Lesueur seismic survey includes 6 lines for a total length of c. 100km with 
individual lines between 10km to 26km (Figure 4). The CDP interval is 12.5m and the record length is 5sec 
(TWT). Three lines are trending N-S to SSW-NNE and three lines are trending E-W to ESE-WNW.  

Five additional 2D-seismic surveys, shot between 1964 and 1981 and reprocessed in 1990, were used to 
extend the data coverage and the line density. This represents a total of 29 lines for approximately 350 km. 
These vintage lines generally have a record length up to 5sec (TWT) and are generally N-S or E-W trending 
(Figure 4). 

The seismic line spacing over the study area is between 1km and 5km with an average spacing of 3km. 
Although this coverage is sufficient to highlight the general trend of the stratigraphic horizons it is 
insufficient to accurately define medium to small scale structures (<2km) and to unambiguously define the 
structural pattern and correlate faults between lines. This limitation increases uncertainties related to fault 
connectivity, fault offset distribution or fault size and density. 

Regional gravity and magnetic data for the central Perth Basin from Wilkes et al. (2011) and from the 
southern Perth Basin and the south part of the Vlaming from Iasky and Lockwood (2004) were used to 
constrain the regional orientation of the structural trends (Figure 3). The resolution of the gravity and 
magnetic data over the study area does not allow an accurate and unambiguous structural interpretation.  

Subsurface interpretation from 2D-seismic reflection data from the Vlaming Sub-basin (Figure 5, 
Causebrook et al., 2006; Nicholson et al., 2008) was used to define the offshore fault pattern and constrain 
the structural orientation of the study area. 

Outcrop data from Le Blanc Smith (1993) in the Collie Basin were used to constrain the regional orientation 
of faults in the western Yilgarn Craton and the Collie Basin.  
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Figure 4: Modelled area for the SW Hub around Harvey-1. The 2011 2D GA Lower Lesueur seismic survey is in 
orange and vintage seismic lines are in yellow.  
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Figure 5: Offshore southern Perth Basin structural style. The red box represents the SW Hub model. Modified from 
Nicholson et al. (2008). 

3.2 Harvey-1 time depth relationship 

A 3D velocity model was built by defining a 3D grid comprising approximately 1,126,000 grid cells (200m x 
200m bin) over 100 layers between 0 (seismic datum) and 5 seconds TWT. The grid was populated by using 
187 pseudo-wells at each stacking location of the 2011 seismic survey with a velocity log derived from the 
post stack time migration (PSTM) stacking velocities. Linear interpolation of the PSTM velocities produced a 
3D velocity model capturing the spatial variation of the velocity field. This model was then calibrated 
against a 1D velocity model derived from the Harvey-1 VSP data (Pevzner et al., 2013). The calibration 
accounted for the difference between the PSTM stacking velocities and the VSP velocity (i.e., true vertical 
propagation velocity) and achieved an adequate approximation of the seismic horizons to the well picks (Al-
Chalabi, 1994; Etris et al., 2001). Accordingly, the model provided a satisfactory depth conversion with less 
than a 2.0 m vertical positioning error for the top Lesueur Sandstone at the location of Harvey-1. The error 
is 5.5 and 2.5 m for the top Basal Eneabba Shale and Wonnerup Member, respectively. We believe that this 
level of precision in depth conversion is sufficient for the purpose of the study. 
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3.3 Static model  

The final static model comprises five stratigraphic horizons tied to formation tops in Harvey-1 (Figure 2 and 
6): 

 The Neocomian Unconformity (250mDRT in Harvey-1) coincides with a strong negative reflector at 

c. 210ms TWT. This interface is usually easily mappable as it represents an angular unconformity 

with the truncation of the Eneabba Formation. This horizon is usually not offset by faults.  

 The top basal Eneabba Shale (625mDRT in Harvey-1) coincides with negative reflector of variable 

intensity at c. 480ms TWT. To date the interpretation of this horizon remains ambiguous due to the 

low contrast in acoustic impedance. Over the study area this horizon has been mapped as the 

second to third trough above the top Lesueur horizon (top Yalgorup). 

 The top Lesueur (top Yalgorup, 704mDRT in Harvey-1) coincides with a positive reflector at c. 

550ms TWT. The Yalgorup Member is characterised by a typical seismic facies with high reflectivity 

and average to high continuity.  

 The top Wonnerup Member (1380mDRT in Harvey-1) coincides with a strong positive reflector at c. 

980ms TWT. This reflector is usually easily mappable as it represents the interface between the 

reflective and continuous Yalgorup facies and the more transparent and chaotic Wonnerup facies. 

 The top Sabina sandstone (2985mDRT in Harvey-1) coincides with a strong positive reflector at c. 

1800ms TWT. This reflector represents the interface between the transparent Wonnerup Member 

and the more reflective and continuous Sabina sandstone and Sue Group. 

 

 

Figure 6: Seismic line 2011 2D GA L2 through Harvey-1 showing the mapped horizons. Location on Figure 4. 

 

No clear seismic leakage indicators (e.g., gas chimney, amplitude anomaly, velocity effect) have been 
observed for the SW Hub. However as no significant shows of hydrocarbon have been recorded on the 
Mandurah Terrace, the absence of acoustic anomalies typical of hydrocarbon leakage (e.g. Cartwright et al., 
2007) does not provide a positive confirmation that the faults are sealing. 

In the study area, although tectonic strain occurred during the Jurassic, the main structural episode post 
dated the deposition of the Eneabba Formation and is mostly related to the Neocomian break-up between 
Australia and India. Important uncertainties remain for the detailed structural architecture over the study 
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area due to the low density and poor resolution of 2D-seismic reflection data. However a regional first-
order geological model (Figure 7) consistent with the stratigraphic and structural interpretation and 
honouring regional data is proposed and used for the fault seal assessment and sub-seismic fracture 
prediction. It is anticipated that the current model will be updated once a new 3D seismic survey is 
acquired. The current model (Figure 7), including 13 main faults, is characterised by a main N-S fault to the 
west (F1 in Figure 7), parallel to the Darling Fault, a large NNW-SSE to N-S fault to the east (F10 in Figure 7) 
and a series of NW-SE to NNW-SSE faults in between. The NNW-SSE structural trend is consistent with 
those interpreted from gravity and aeromagnetic data and from outcrop in the Collie Basin (Le Blanc Smith, 
1993; Iasky and Lockwood, 2004; Wilkes et al., 2011). The faults usually intersect the Mesozoic sedimentary 
succession and are truncated by the Neocomian Unconformity (Figure 6).  

The two main faults oriented N-S (F1, Figure 7) and NNW-SSE to N-S (F10, Figure 7) present maximum 
modelled offsets of 900 and 1300 m, respectively, and define three fault blocks (Figure 7). Block “A” lies 
between the Darling Fault to the east and F10, Block “B” included Harvey-1 and lies between F1 and F10, 
and Block “C” lies west of F1 fault. Fault movement is interpreted on seismic reflection data as mostly 
normal with some local possible indications of strike-slip component (i.e. local pop-up structures and 
vertical faults segments). The faults dip in the model at around 60°. Lower angle faults are suggested to 
possibly exist on newly processed seismic (Shragge, J. and Lumley, D. personal comm.) but are not included 
in the present model due to the remaining uncertainties related to their strike orientation and size. 

Variations of thickness in the Wonnerup Member (Figure 8A) suggest that the main faults were temporally 
active during the Early-Mid Triassic (around 400m for F1 and F10). The thickness of the Yalgorup Member 
and the basal Eneabba shale (Figure 8B) are much more constant suggesting low to nil tectonic activity 
during the Late Triassic to Early Jurassic. The majority of the displacement on the faults in the model post-
dated the basal Eneabba shale deposition and pre-date the formation of the Neocomian Unconformity and 
are associated with the Neocomian break-up. 

The faults present in the model are those that can be correlated between at least two 2D-seismic lines 
(compatible dip direction, strike orientation and displacement range). Several faults are interpreted on a 
single seismic profile and have not been included in the model due to too high uncertainties on strike 
orientation, size and displacement distribution. The future acquisition of additional seismic and well data 
would be critical to reduce uncertainty in the current structural model that included the majority of 
seismically resolvable faults. 
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Figure 7: Modelled faults at the top Wonnerup. Fault stick azimuths (and range) interpreted on 2D-seismic lines and 
offset (m) on the top Wonnerup horizon are shown. 
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Figure 8: Thickness maps in the SW Hub. A) Wonnerup Member. B) Yalgorup Member. 
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4 Shale Volume  

The distribution of the phyllosilicate content, or volume of shale (Vsh), represents a key factor in defining 
the membrane seal capacity of the faults (Knipe et al., 1997; Yielding, 1997; Sorkhabi and Tsuji, 2005; 
Underschultz, 2007) as it volumetrically relates to the shale gouge fraction of the fault rocks. Two 3D Vsh 
models for the SW Hub were constructed from (1) the inversion and up-scaling of the Harvey-1 gamma-ray 
log and (2) a net-to-gross derived from a multiscale stratigraphic forward model (Griffith et al., 2012).   

4.1 Shale volume from Harvey-1 gamma-ray log  

A Vsh can be derived from the Harvey-1 well gamma ray index (Vshgamma hereafter), by using standard 
oilfield petrophysical methods (Asquith and Krygowski, 2004). The resulting Vshgamma at the resolution of 
gamma ray log was up-scaled using an arithmetic mean to match with the vertical grid resolution of the 3D 
geological model. A layer-cake geology is assumed without any spatial variation in the same stratigraphic 
level and the well-derived Vshgamma was extrapolated to the surrounding area (Figure 9A). Although this 
approach honours the data from Harvey-1, it simplifies the lateral distribution by ignoring the natural 
variation of the sedimentary depositional environment. Note that the main N-S fault (F1 in Figure 7) and N-
S to NNW-SSE fault (F10 in Figure 7) are approximately 4 and 6 km away from the Harvey-1, respectively 
and a variation in facies is likely across such distances. Yet, this layer-cake distribution provides a potential 
solution among the infinite number of equally valid Vsh distributions that can be produced with the 
available data. Therefore, it could still provide a useful working model constraining the lithological 
character of the relevant sedimentary sequence. 

Figure 10 shows the net-to-gross distribution over the SW Hub derived from the Harvey-1 gamma-ray log 
where net-to-gross value lower than 20% are displayed (high shale content). Shale-rich units (>80%) are all 
located above the Wonnerup Member. By definition the Vshgamma model is continuous. The mean Vsh 
value is 37% for the Wonnerup Member and 50% for the Yalgorup Member. 

4.2 Shale volume from forward stratigraphic modelling 

A comprehensive process-based stratigraphic forward modelling package (Sedsim) was used to explore 
depositional concepts in the South Perth Basin by producing numerical stratigraphic forward models based 
on the current understanding of the basin’s stratigraphy and depositional systems. The program models 
sediment erosion, transport and deposition, and predicts clastic and carbonate sediment distributions 
across a given bathymetric surface. In Sedsim the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation are 
simplified and solved by using a marker-in-cell technique in two horizontal dimensions (Tetzlaff and 
Harbaugh, 1989). Past studies that have demonstrated the value of using Sedsim modelling include those 
by Griffiths et al. (2001), Li at el al. (2005), Griffiths and Dyt (2001), Griffiths and Paraschivoiu (1998), 
Koltermann and Gorelick (1992) and Martinez and Harbaugh (1993), Meyer et al (2011), Salles et al (2009, 
2011a, 2011b). 

For the SW Hub the model was run from 250 Ma to 182 Ma resulting in 850 output layers. Nested grids 
were used in the simulation with a larger extent, but coarser (5 km spacing), 75 x 40 km grid surrounding a 
15 x 10 km finer (0.5 km spacing) grid covering the immediate study area near Harvey (Griffith et al., 2012). 
The main sediment input to the South Perth Basin and the SW Hub region during this period was via major 
rivers sourcing from the south from what is now Antarctica; the major emphasis in the models has been 
focussed on evaluating the source introducing material at the southern end of the model. Smaller scale 
streams entering the basin from the east were treated as simple sources remaining constant throughout 
the model. Griffith et al. (2012) give an extended description of the forward stratigraphic model. The 
outcome is the distribution of four granulometric classes (i.e., coarse sand, medium sand, fine sand and 
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mud) at each sample point. The three sand classes are assigned to the net and the mud class is assigned to 
the non-net and the 3D Vsh (Vshsedsim hereafter) is constructed (Figure 9B) as the inverse of the net-to-
gross. 

Figure 10b shows the net-to-gross distribution over the SW Hub derived from the Sedsim model where net-
to-gross value lower than 20% are displayed (high shale content). The shale distribution above the 
Wonnerup Member is widespread but forming discontinuous bodies of shale-rich material. The inferred 
regional top seal section including the Yalgorup Member and the basal Eneabba shale is captured by the 
model. Large shale-rich packages are predicted within the Wonnerup Member.  

 

 

Figure 9: Volume of shale models (Vsh). A) Vsh derived from Harvey-1 gamma-ray log (Vshgamma). B) Vsh derived 
from forward stratigraphic model (Vshsedsim). 

 

 

Figure 10: Net-to-gross (filtered) distribution. Only value lower than 20% are displayed (shale-rich part). A) Net-to-
gross derived from Harvey-1 gamma-ray log. B) Net-to-gross derived from forward stratigraphic model. 
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5 Fault seal assessment  

In order to assess whether the proposed SW Hub storage site for CO2 is geologically stable over long time 
periods, it is critical to assess the sealing behaviour of the faults to injected CO2 (e.g., Bretan et al., 2011). 

 The evaluation of the membrane fault seal potential is used to predict if a fault acts as a sealing 

lateral barrier thus permitting CO2 to accumulate within a trap. 

 The modelling of the stress state on the fault planes is used to predict the likelihood of fault 

reactivation under the present-day stress regime and if increasing formation pressure generated 

either by a CO2 column (capillary pressure) or injection, is likely to trigger fault instability, 

reactivation and along-fault migration.  

5.1 Membrane fault seal potential  

The juxtaposition pattern of the lithology is the predominant influence on membrane fault seal in clastic 
sequences. It has been well documented in recent years for many hydrocarbon fields globally (e.g. Bouvier 
et al. 1989; Jev et al. 1993; Childs et al. 1997; Fristad et al. 1997; Fulljames et al. 1997; Yielding et al. 1997; 
Knipe et al. 1998; Yielding 2002; Bretan et al. 2003). Large faults (seismic scale) offsetting reservoirs and 
shale-rich sealing units may form seal if they juxtapose reservoir rocks against sealing rocks (i.e., 
juxtaposition seal; Allan, 1989; Freeman et al., 1998; Yielding et al., 1997) or if the faulting process has 
generated a membrane seal, because of the presence of mechanically derived fault rock (i.e., gouge; Fisher 
and Knipe, 1998) that is of lower permeability and which impedes fluid flow (Bouvier et al., 1989; Knipe, 
1992; Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; Gibson, 1994).  

The generation of gouge is linked to the sliding of different lithologies past one another (Yielding et al. 
1997). The first-order control on such fault-rock development is identified as the composition of the faulted 
lithologies and the amount of displacement on the fault (Fisher and Knipe, 1998). The capillary entry 
pressure of the fault-zone material is the critical parameter in determining whether a fault can successfully 
seal a non-wetting fluid accumulation (hydrocarbon or CO2) when sands are juxtaposed. Leakage of 
hydrocarbons or CO2 through the fault zone takes place when the difference in pressure between the water 
and hydrocarbon phases (buoyancy pressure) exceeds the pressure required for hydrocarbons or CO2  to 
enter and pass through the largest interconnected pore throat in the seal (displacement or capillary entry 
pressure) (Bretan et al., 2003).  

For the SW Hub the Shale Gouge Ratio (SGR) algorithm (Figure 11, Yielding et al., 1997; Freeman et al., 
1998) is used to estimate the amount of phyllosilicates incorporated in the fault zones. A high SGR value is 
expected to correspond to more phyllosilicates in the fault zone (e.g. clay smear), and therefore to higher 
capillary threshold pressure and lower permeability (Bretan et al., 2011). Yielding (2002) observed that 
SGR>15–20% corresponds to faults that are sealing to hydrocarbons. A quantitative calibration of SGR 
against pressure difference data allows Yielding (2002) and Bretan et al. (2003) to derive a relationship 
between SGR and the maximum hydrocarbon column height supported by a fault: 

                              (1) 

where C is 0.5, 0.25, 0 for increasing burial depths (see Bretan et al. 2003 for details), w and h are the 
densities of water and hydrocarbon and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Bretan et al. (2011) 
demonstrate the application of this fault seal methodology in the context of CO2 storage.  

In the Block B (Figure 7), the Wonnerup Member juxtaposes against the Yalgorup Member and the basal 
Eneabba shale or against itself (Table 2). The SGR values for the juxtaposition seal (i.e., the upthrown 
Wonnerup Member is juxtaposed against the Yalgorup Member and Eneabba shale) for the large N-S faults 
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F1 and F10 vary from 40% to 80% using the Vshgamma and from 13% to 90% using the Vshsedsim (Figure 
12). The modelled fault offsets on the top Wonnerup in the Block B range from 1300 to 50m (Figure 13). 
This means that a CO2 column larger that 50m could potentially encounter the self-juxtaposition of the 
Wonnerup Member. The SGR values for the self-juxtaposition (i.e., the upthrown Wonnerup Member is 
juxtaposed against itself) vary from <20% to >45% using the Vshsedsim and >35% using the Vshgamma for 
fault F1. The SGR values for the self-juxtaposition for F10 vary from >35% using the Vshsedsim and >30% 
using the Vshgamma. The SGR values for the self-juxtaposition for F11 and F14 vary from <20% to >50% 
using the Vshsedsim and >35% using the Vshgamma. Most of the smaller faults in Block B (F4, F5, F6, F9, F15) 
show SGR values for the self-juxtaposition using the Vshsedsim and the Vshgamma >25%. 

Based on the static geological model presented here fault F10, delimiting the Block B to the east, is the only 
fault that shows a juxtaposition of the Wonnerup Member against the Eneabba sandstone overlying the 
Yalgorup and basal Eneabba inferred top seals (Figure 14). All the other faults interpreted in the SW Hub 
show the Yalgorup and basal Eneabba inferred top seal forming a juxtaposition seal against the Wonnerup 
Member. The SGR calculation for this juxtaposition exceeds the empirical 20% threshold for faults sealing 
hydrocarbon (Yielding, 2002). Using the Vshgamma SGR is around 45%, however using the Vshsedsim SGR 
varies between 50% and a lowest value of 23% close to the threshold (Figure 15).  

 

 

Figure 11: Schematic diagram showing definition of Shale Gouge Ratio (SGR), after Yielding et al. (1997). At any 
point on the fault surface, the SGR is equal to the net shale (or clay) content of the interval (t) that has slipped past 
that point.  

Fault Juxtaposition seal (Wonnerup –regional seal) Self-juxtaposition (Wonnerup –Wonnerup ) 

 % SGR from Vshgamma % SGR from Vshsedsim % SGR from Vshgamma  
[max offset] 

% SGR from Vshsedsim 
[max offset] 

F1 45-50 50-90 (north) 

20-25 (south) 

>35 

 

[950m] 

>45 (north), 30 (centre),  

<20 (south) 

[950m] 

F10 45 30-85 >30 

[1300m] 

>35 

[1300m] 

F11 60-80 13-40 >35 

[400m] 

>50 (west), <20 (centre), 
>25 (east) 

[400m] 

F14 50-80 15-30 >35 

[500m] 

20 

[500m] 

Table 2: SGR values for juxtaposition seal and Wonnerup self-juxtaposition in Block B. 
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Figure 12: SGR distribution for the SW Hub. A) SGR using Vshgamma. B) SGR using Vshsedsim. 
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Figure 13: Displacement on faults and top Wonnerup surface.  

 

Figure 14: Juxtaposition pattern for the Wonnerup Member. The juxtaposition between the Wonnerup Member 
(yellow) and the Eneabba Formation (not shown, above the basal Eneabba shale in green) only occurs at fault F10 
(black arrows). 
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Figure 15: SGR associated with the Wonnerup-Eneabba juxtaposition. A) SGR using Vshgamma. B) SGR using 
Vshsedsim. 
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5.2 Geomechanical fault seal prediction 

Active or critically-stressed faults intersecting the caprock are often cited as more likely to be fluid conduits 
whereas inactive or non-critically stressed faults are thought more likely to act as barriers (e.g. Sibson, 
1987; Muir-Wood and King, 1993; Anderson et al., 1994; Barton et al., 1995; O'Brien et al., 1999; Sanderson 
and Zhang, 1999; Wiprut and Zoback, 2000; Zoback and Townend, 2001; Revil and Cathles, 2002; 
Ligtenberg, 2005; Wilkins and Naruk, 2007).  

Characterising the stress state of a fault plane is a key aspect for assessing the risk of along-fault 
hydrocarbon leakage (Wiprut and Zoback, 2000). When plotted on a Mohr diagram (Figure 16), faults lying 
above the failure envelope are reactivated and likely to be conductive (Barton et al., 1995). This is 
supported by evidence showing that seal breach by fault reactivation represents a critical exploration risk 
for hydrocarbons in many petroleum provinces (Smith, 1966; Sibson, 1996; Abrams, 1996; Kaluza and 
Doyle, 1996; Dewhurst and Jones, 2002; Dewhurst et al., 2002, Gartrell and Lisk, 2005; Langhi et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 16: The effective normal (σ'n) and shear (τ) stresses leading to shear and tensile fracturing assuming a 
cohesionless Coulomb failure envelope (τ = μsσ'n) for shear reactivation of a pre-existing fracture and a composite 
Griffith (τ2 - 4T σ’n - 4T2 = 0) – Coulomb (τ = C + = μiσ'n) failure envelope for intact rock. The upper diagrams are 
schematic illustrations of the orientations of tensile and shear fractures in a rock sample. Shear fracturing occurs 
where differential stress (σ1 - σ3, the diameter of Mohr circle) is relatively large compared to the tensile or cohesive 
strengths and tensile fracturing at Fault Seal Risks Associated with Clay-rich Lithologies relatively lower differential 
stress. The symbol μs is the static friction coefficient along an existing plane of weakness; and μi is the internal 
coefficient of rock friction for intact rock (Mildren et al., 2005). 

The SW Hub stress tensor is resolved onto the modelled faults to compute the shear and normal stresses, 
and the faults are colour-coded by the resultant value of slip tendency which is the ratio of resolved shear 
stress to resolved effective normal stress on a surface (Morris et al., 1996) and that determine the stability 
or failure risk of a plane of weakness (Morris et al., 1996; Lisle and Srivastava, 2004). Slip is likely to occur 
on a surface if resolved shear stress equals or exceeds the frictional sliding resistance.  

                  (2) 

where  is the shear stress, n eff the effective normal stress (n minus fluid pressure), and μ the coefficient 

of friction on a pre-existing fault plane. Byerlee (1978) shows that, for an effective normal stress  10 MPa, 
μ is within the range 0.6-1.0. Therefore a slip tendency of 0.6 corresponds to the (lowest) frictional strength 
of a cohesionless rock surface, and can be considered an approximate estimate of the stress state that 
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would induce slip and therefore cause the fault to act as a fluid conduit (Bretan et al., 2011). The slip 
tendency analysis is a technique that permits rapid and easy visual assessment of stress states and related 
potential fault activity (Moeck et al., 2009). However this represents a “relative” measurement potential of 
fault activity. For planes that are under an overall similar in-situ stress an increase of slip tendency 
correlates with an increase in potential fault activity because on a Mohr diagram the fault plane is closer to 
the failure envelop. However for planes that are not under an overall similar in-situ stress (e.g., due to 
important variations of depth between the planes) an increase of slip tendency will not always correlate 
with an increase in potential fault activity because on a Mohr diagram the fault plane with the lower slip 
tendency value might be closer to the failure envelop than the one with higher slip tendency value.  

A way to overcome this limitation is to use the fracture stability attribute (Mildren et al., 2005) that 
represents the critical pore pressure perturbation required to induce failure on a particular fault 
orientation. This attribute can be computed assuming a cohesionless frictional failure (e.g., Finkbeiner et 
al., 2000; Wiprut and Zoback, 2000) or assuming faults with cohesive strength (Dewhurst and Jones, 2002; 
Jones et al., 2002). For the SW Hub the variation of depth to the top Wonnerup Member is as much as 1000 
m, therefore the fracture stability is also used to quantify the possibility of reactivation-related seal breach. 
The pore-pressure increase might occur as a result of a new buoyant supercritical CO2 column. 

The critical column height corresponding to the pore-pressure increase P depends on the fluid densities: 

                   (3) 

where w and h are the densities of water and buoyant fluid and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 

The in-situ stress data for this study (Figure 17) comes from the integration of data from Harvey-1 (Pevzner 
et al., 2013). It represents a strike-slip regime (SHmax> Sv>Shmin) (Van Ruth, 2006) that transitions to a 
reverse regime at depth < c. 500m. For the calculation of the slip tendency and the fracture stability, the 
vertical stress (Sv) gradient is 0.0217 MPa/m and has been derived from the integration of density data 
form Harvey-1 (Pevzner et al., 2013) . The minimal horizontal stress (Shmin) is estimated using the bilateral 
constraint (Zoback, 2007) and the maximum horizontal stress (SHmax) is estimated from the frictional 
equilibrium criterion for the strike-slip fault regime (Zoback, 2007). The gradient used for the horizontal 
stresses (SHmax and Shmin) are set to 0.0261 MPa/m and 0.018 MPa/m respectively. This results, for the 
calculated stress attributes, in a stress state at 600 m below ground level characterised by Shmin=12.3 
MPa, SHmax=15.2 MPa and Sv=13.0 MPa. These linear parameters give an unrealistic stress regime with 
SHmax<Shmin at depth shallower than 250m, therefore stress attributes should be ignored for that depth 

range. Based on borehole breakout analysis SHmax has orientations between 085 and 120 in Harvey-1 

with an average orientation of 106 (Pevzner et al., 2013). 
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Figure 17: In-situ stress field derived from Harvey-1. 

 

Stress state on fault planes  

The slip tendency (TS ) values are minimum for faults striking parallel to SHmax and Shmin (105 and 195 

respectively). TS increases for strike orientation 50-80 (SW-NE) and 130-160 (SSE-NNW) (Figure 18). 
Using the strike-slip regime defined above, none of the faults modelled for the SW Hub are predicted close 
to failure. Slip tendency values at the top Wonnerup Member are lower than 0.6, typically between 0.15 
and 0.3 (Figure 19). Due to a change in its strike orientation the large N-S fault F1, delimiting the western 
side of the Block B, shows a variation in slip tendency with a slight increase to the south of the fault (Figure 
19). However, a maximum slip tendency of c. 0.2 at top reservoir level is still well below the lowest 
frictional strength of a cohesionless rock surface and suggests a low risk of reactivation. Faults in the Block 
B as well as the large fault F10 to the east are all or partly optimally oriented (i.e., NW to NNW, Figure 18). 
However, again, a maximum slip tendency is around 0.3 at top reservoir level. 

The fracture stability (i.e., pore pressure perturbation required to force a fault into failure) has been 
calculated using a coefficient of internal friction of 0.5 and a cohesive strength of 3 MPa (Figure 20) and 
then converted to an equivalent of maximum CO2 column height using the equation (3) and a supercritical 
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CO2 density of 370kg/m2. This shows the predicted amount of trapped CO2 column that would be required 
to induce fault slip and therefore to cause up-dip fault leakage out of the Wonnerup Member (Figure 21). 
On most of the faults for the SW Hub, CO2 column heights in excess of 1200 m are needed to reach failure 
stress (at the top Wonnerup level). The lowest column heights correlate with a shallow top reservoir; this is 
visible in the northern part of fault F1, F2 and F10 with c. 1200m CO2 column height required to force 
planes into failure (equivalent to 8 MPa fracture stability). The NNW to NW faults present in Block B 
typically show a maximum of CO2 column height around 2000m at the depth of the top reservoir (Figure 
21). 

The CO2 column height can also be computed assuming cohesionless faults (cohesive strength 0). This could 
represent a conservative approach to evaluate reactivation potential due to increase of pore pressure. The 
overall column height distribution pattern is similar than with the fracture stability but CO2 column height 
values decrease between 5% and 30% depending the depth with an average decrease of around 20%. 

 

Figure 18: Slip tendency stereonet at 1500 m. The orientations of the faults are used in the stress calculation. The 
poles of the faults are plotted on the stereonet. The subsidiary fault planes are labelled in italic.  
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Figure 19: Slip tendency distribution. The cutoff lines for the top Wonnerup are in yellow (footwall=bold, hanging-
wall=regular). 

 

Figure 20: Fracture tendency stereonet at 1500 m. The orientations of the faults are used in the stress calculation. 
The poles of the faults are plotted on the stereonet. The subsidiary fault planes are labelled in italic.  
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Figure 21: Equivalent of maximum CO2 column height calculated from fracture stability. The cutoff lines for the top 
Wonnerup are in yellow (footwall=bold, hanging-wall=regular). 

 

5.3 Implications of fault seal assessment for CO2 storage 

The containment potential for injected CO2 in the SW Hub can be affected by four migration scenarios 
controlled by fault seal: 

1. lateral migration of CO2 between reservoir compartments,  

2. lateral migration of CO2 between reservoir and thief zone(s) in regional seals,  

3. lateral migration of CO2 between reservoir and overburden and  

4. along fault migration of CO2 between reservoir and overburden 

The likelihood of lateral migration is assessed using SGR that is a function of the phyllosilicate content in 
the surrounding host rock and the displacement on the fault (Yielding et al., 1997; Freeman et al., 1998). 
Both these parameters present uncertainties due to (1) the low density of seismic reflection data limiting 
the definition of fault displacement patterns and (2) the lack of data and calibration for lithological facies 
distribution (i.e., Vsh). Therefore the calculation and interpretation of SGR represent only a first-order 
assessment of the across-fault migration potential for the SW Hub. The use of two Vsh models (i.e., 
Vshgamma and Vshsedsim) allows for definition and assessment of two different scenarios. In overall the 
SGR values derived from Vshsedsim present the more extreme variations with the lowest (i.e., 13%) and the 
highest (90%) prediction (Figure 12b), while the SGR values derived from the inversion of gamma-ray log in 
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Harvey-1 shows a more restricted range with values generally around 40% (Figure 12a). The discussion 
below includes both SGR calculations but emphasis is put on the lowest values and therefore represent a 
rather conservative (i.e., pessimistic) interpretation. 

The likelihood of lateral migration across faults within the Wonnerup Member (i.e., self-juxtaposition) is 
high to average at several locations using SGR derived from Vshsedsim (southern F1, central F11, F14). This 
suggests that CO2 containment might be at risk in the southern part of Block B with potential of migration 
to the west into Block C if the CO2 column exceeds the local offset (c. 300m, Figure 22). The potential of 
lateral migration across faults within the Wonnerup Member in the Block B is mostly average to low with 
SGR usually above 25% except for the central part of F11 and the eastern part of F14 (Figure 22). 

The likelihood of lateral migration across faults between the upthrown Wonnerup Member and any 
interbedded sandstone in the Yalgorup Member can be locally high. Using Vshsedsim, SGR values below 20% 
occurs on F11 (13% in the western and central parts of the fault plane), on F14 (15% in the eastern part of 
the fault plane) and at the southern end of F1 (Figure 22). This again suggests that CO2 containment might 
be at risk in the southern part of Block B with potential of migration to the west into Block C (sandstone 
layers in the downthrown Yalgorup Member). 

Lateral migration across faults between the upthrown Wonnerup Member and the overburden Eneabba 
Formation is only possible at fault F10. However SGR values derived from both Vshsedsim and Vshgamma are 
above the 20% threshold for faults sealing hydrocarbon (Yielding, 2002). Using equation (1) with a 
supercritical CO2 density of 370kg/m2, the possible CO2 column heights that can be supported by fault F10 
before the buoyancy pressure exceeds the capillary entry pressure are: 

• c. 700 m, with Vshgamma and SGR 45%, 

• c. 1100 m,  with Vshsedsim and SGR 50%, and  

• c. 110 m, with Vshsedsim and SGR 23%. 

The lowest SGR and potential CO2 column height is found toward the centre of F10 (Figure 22). It is to be 
noted that although membrane seal capacity is reasonably constrained over production time scales (10’s of 
years), the capacity over the geological time scales (million years and above) is still questioned by some 
researchers (T. Murray, personal comm., 2012).  

The likelihood of vertical migration along faults between the Wonnerup Member and the overburden is 
assessed using the slip tendency, fracture stability and slip stability attributes that are functions of the 
shear and normal stresses on the fault plane and the distance to the failure envelop (i.e., the pore pressure 
perturbation required to induce failure). Both these parameters present uncertainties due to (1) the low 
density of seismic reflection data limiting the resolution of fault geometry, (2) the lack of rock physics data 
limiting the definition of failure envelops and (3) limitation of data for the calibration of the in-situ stress 
field. Therefore the calculation and interpretation of the geomechanical attributes represent a first-order 
assessment of the along-fault migration potential for the SW Hub. 

The main and subsidiary faults in Block B are optimally oriented for failure (NNW and NW, Figure 23). 
However, the high stress state at the depth of the Wonnerup Member results in a low slip tendency below 
the empirical typical threshold of 0.6 suggesting a low risk of fault failure under the present-day stress 
(Figure 23). 

The maximum CO2 column height theoretically supported by a fault plane and calculated from the fracture 
and slip stability (equation (3)) is marginally orientation-dependant with slightly lower values for strike 

orientations between 50 and 160 (SE-NW to ENE-WSW) especially for fault with dip > 60. However the 
depth has the most impact as an increasing depth moves the Mohr Circle away from the failure envelop 
and therefore increases the potential CO2 column height. Based on the pore pressure perturbation required 
to induce failure on a particular fault orientation (i.e. vertical distance between the fault and the failure 
envelop on a Mohr diagram), the theoretical smallest CO2 column heights required to reach failure stress 
are located to the north of Blocks A and B along faults F1, F2 and F10 and represent 1200m or 1000m when 
assuming a cohesive and cohesionless fault respectively (Figure 23). However, this smallest CO2 column 
heights corresponds to fracture stability and slip stability values <10MPa and empirical data from Mildren 
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et al. (2005) in the Timor Sea suggest that a pore pressure perturbation smaller than 10 MPa is likely to 
result in the initiation of hydrocarbon leakage over geological times (Figure 23). With the values for density 
and viscosity for supercritical CO2 being similar to those of oil and gas we assume that the observation 
made by Mildren et al. (2005) for oil and gas field can be applied to CO2 injection sites. 

First order geomechanical fault seal assessment suggests that the faults in Block B are unlikely to fail and 
reactivate under the present-day stress field. However, due to the depth of the top Wonnerup, the faults in 
the northern Block B are likely to require the relative lowest pore pressure increase of be force into failure. 
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Figure 22: Summary of across-fault CO2 migration potential for the SW Hub. CO2 containment might be problematic 
in the southern part of Block B with potential of migration to the west into Block C if the CO2 column exceeds the 
local offset (Wonnerup-Wonnerup migration and in thief zones in the Yalgorup Member). 
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Figure 23: Summary of along-fault CO2 migration potential for the SW Hub. The northern part of Block B is 
associated with the smallest CO2 column heights required to reach failure stress.  
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6 Fracture prediction  

It is well established that small brittle faults are not reliably imaged by seismic reflection methods when 
their offset is less than the seismic resolution (i.e., about 20 m in most datasets, Dee et al., 2007). In recent 
years geomechanical approaches have been used to predict the likely distribution of subsurface strain, and 
then to transform it to stresses to predict the intensity and nature of brittle deformation (Bourne and 
Willemse 2001; Bourne et al. 2001; Maerten et al. 2002; Dee et al., 2007). We adopt here an approach 
detailed by Dee et al. (2007) and use a boundary element method (BEM), in which faults are represented as 
dislocations embedded in an isotropic elastic medium (Crouch and Starfield 1983). We assume for the SW 
Hub that a dominant control on small-scale faulting is the strain perturbation around larger faults. 
Variations of rock properties that occur in layered sedimentary sequences are not considered in the strain 
modelling, only in the fracture criterion. Despite this limitation Dee et al. (2007) demonstrate that the 
method is useful in providing a process-driven prediction of small-scale faults and fractures.  

The workflow used follows that described by Maerten et al. (2002) and Dee et al. (2007). The fault slip 
pattern mapped on seismic reflection data is the primary input data; the algorithms of Okada (1992) are 
then used to compute the displacement vector and fault-related strain tensor at any observation points in 
the surrounding rock volume. As the fault-related strains represent a local perturbation superimposed on 
the regional far field strain, this latter has to be defined and added at every observation point. The strain 
tensors are then used to calculate stress tensors and the effective overburden stress is added. The 
predicted rock fracturing resulting from the total stress is then computed by comparing the state of stress 
to a standard Mohr–Coulomb failure envelope, defined by appropriate coefficient of internal friction μ and 
cohesive strength C. to determine the mode of failure the Δχ method from Willsemse (2001) is used. The 
maximum Coulomb shear stress (MCSS, Jaeger and Cook 1979) is used as a proxy for fracture intensity 
(Maerten et al., 2002). 

For the SW Hub, the elastic dislocation method (ED) is used to attempt to define a first order prediction of 
the small-scale subsidiary faults and fractures for the Block B within in the upper part of the Wonnerup 
Member and the Yalgorup Member representing the potential regional top seal (Figure 2). These two 
models use (1) the same observation grid to calculate the initial displacement, (2) the same depth 
correction take into account real depth at the time of faulting, (3) the same regional strain to be 
superimposed to the ED strains and (4) two sets of rock properties Wonnerup Member and the Yalgorup 
top seal. The models parameters are as follows:  

1. The observation grid is set to represent the interface between the Wonnerup and the Yalgorup 

Members. Therefore the modelled deformation can be used for both ED models. The grid has 

regular line spacing (500 m) with 35 columns and 56 rows oriented N-S and E-W, respectively. The 

resulting grid is 28 x 17.5 km (Figure 24A). 

2. The bulk of the displacement on the large faults pre-dates the Neocomian Unconformity and likely 

occurred during the Early Cretaceous. Based on stratigraphic correlation throughout the South 

Perth Basin (Crostella and Backhouse, 2000) and vitrinite reflectance data from the nearby Lake 

Preston-1 (Iasky, 1993), we assume that at the time of faulting, 1200 m of additional Late Jurassic 

sediments (Eneabba and Yarragadee Formations) were present. Therefore the depth is adjusted 

accordingly before generating the ED model in order to obtain the likely depth of the fault planes 

during slip. 

3. A regional strain is estimated through the measurement of the cumulative slip across structures in 

the SW Hub. The maximum horizontal strain has an azimuth of N263 and an estimated magnitude 

of 3% (extension). The minimum horizontal strain has an estimated magnitude of 1.3% (extension). 

Assuming a preservation of volume the calculated vertical strain is 4.2% (shortening). This estimate 
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represents the fault-related strain over a limited distance represented by the framework model and 

may underestimate the total fault related strain on the SW Hub and may not be representative of 

the South Perth Basin as a whole.  

4. For the Wonnerup Member, static rock properties were estimated from geomechanical analysis of 

four cores from Harvey-1. For the Yalgorup Member, static rock properties (Poisson’s Ratio and 

Young’s Modulus) were initially estimated from velocity logs from Harvey-1 and calibrated with 

data from the Wonnerup Member. The values used for the ED models are shown in Table 3. 

 

 

Figure 24: Deformation model. A) Deformed observation grid. B) Mapped top Wonnerup surface (Wonnerup-
Yalgorup interface representing the observation grid). C) Difference between the deformed and mapped surfaces. 

 

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT POISSON’S RATIO YOUNG’S MODULUS 
(MPa) 

DENSITY (KG/M3) COHESIVE 
STRENGHT  (MPa) 

COEF OF INTERNAL 
FRICTION 

Wonnerup Mbr 0.2 19250 2200 13.7 0.58 

Yalgorup Mbr 0.33 8500 2000 11 0.38 

Table 3: Static rock properties for the Wonnerup and Yalgorup Members. 

 

Initially the validity of the modelled deformation is assessed by comparing the deformed observation grid 
with the actual mapped horizon surface. Figure 24 shows a reasonable match between them in term of the 
general amplitude of the deformation. Although the predicted offset at the faults is correct, as imposed by 
the slip distribution on the faults used as a boundary condition, misfit occurs in Blocks A and C, at the edges 
of the model, and to the north of Block A most likely due to the rotation of larger field bounding fault (e.g., 
Darling Fault to the east). However as the main focus of the present study is on Block B where Harvey-1 has 
been drilled, we assume that the model provides a satisfactory qualitative match to the overall form of the 
structure and therefore the details of predicted faulting can be considered. 

The mode and orientation of predicted faulting is displayed in Figure 25. Within Block B, the imposed 

regional strain (extensional) produces dominantly high angle normal faulting (> 40) within the Wonnerup 
and Yalgorup Members (shear failure shown in red). Overall, the orientation of the shear failure for the 
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Wonnerup and Yalgorup Members within Block B is similar, with only local variations, and is consistent with 
observations of subsidiary faults within Block B. In the close vicinity of the large fault F10 (hanging wall) 
there is a more complicated pattern that also involves localised reverse and strike-slip shear planes and 
tensile failure planes in both the Wonnerup and Yalgorup Members (Figure 25). The effect of the local 
perturbation of the stress field is likely to induce these types of failures in association with the dominant 
shear failure; however the methodology used here is also known to produce unstable result very close to 
the main deformation surfaces. Although a 150m blanking zone was used in the modelling around the main 
faults, the non shear failure observed in Block B near the fault F10 could represent numerically unstable 
values. These local reverse failures predicted within the Wonnerup and the Yalgorup Members in the 
central part of Block B and in the vicinity of fault F10 (hanging wall) also coincides with a zone of misfit 
between the deformed grid and the mapped horizon. The same situation is present on Block A where 
sinistral strike-slip failure predicted within the Yalgorup Member coincides with a zone of misfit between 
the deformed grid and the mapped horizon (Figure 24 and 25B). 

 

 

Figure 25: Modelled fractures, mode of failure and density represented by the normalised MCSS. A) Upper 
Wonnerup Member. B) Lower Yalgorup Member. 

Predictions of fault orientation derived from the ED model are compared with actual interpreted small 

faults within Block B (Figure 26). The azimuth of the 2 orientation in map view corresponds approximately 
to the predicted orientation of normal-fault strike in this model (Dee et al., 2007). There is an overall 
correspondence between the predicted and the observed fault orientation suggesting that the model 
achieved a reasonable match. Precise correspondence of observed and predicted fault orientations is 
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seldom achieved, with areas of good correspondence (e.g., near F3, F5, F11, F14 and F15 in Figure 26) and 
areas of poor correspondence (e.g., near F4, F6 and F12 in Figure 26). The observed discrepancy can result 
from missing faults not initially interpreted, as well as the fault displacement pattern being locally 
inaccurate due to the low density of seismic lines. This will affect the definition of the strain tensor in the 
surrounding rock volume and thence the fracture prediction. This observed discrepancy could also highlight 
inaccurate correlations between fault sticks interpreted on 2D lines and could be used to constrain 
subsidiary fault orientation within Block B. Over a large part of Block B the predicted fault strikes are 
parallel to the main fault trends with predicted fault orientation varying from N-S to NNW-SSE. Due to local 
stress perturbation, SW-NE features are also predicted within the Wonnerup and the Yalgorup Members in 
Block B (Figure 26). 

Figures 25 and 26 show the computed normalised maximum Coulomb shear stress (MCSS) for the SW Hub 
for both the Wonnerup and the Yalgorup Members. Warmer colours indicated where, over many seismic 
cycles, the shear failure envelope has been exceeded repeatedly by the highest shear stresses (Dee et al., 
2007) and is therefore related to higher fracture intensity potential (Maerten et al., 2002). The qualitative 
distribution of MCSS is similar within the Wonnerup and the Yalgorup Members (Figures 25 and 26). The 
main subsidiary faults mapped within Block B (i.e., east of Harvey-1) are aligned through the maxima in the 
MCSS distribution even though the mapping of these faults might be equivocal. The south of Block B where 
it is at its widest (near fault F11), displays low MCSS. In this area no faults have been mapped on the seismic 
reflection data (Figures 25 and 26). 

 

 

Figure 26: Modelled fractures, orientation. The azimuth of the 2 orientation corresponds approximately to the 
predicted orientation of normal-fault strikes. A) Upper Wonnerup Member. B) Lower Yalgorup Member. 
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The predicted normal shear planes that represent most of the small-scale deformations in Block B, are likely 
to increase, to various degrees, the structural permeability at the time of tectonic activity (i.e., Early 
Cretaceous). However their impact on the CO2 containment potential of the SW Hub has to be assessed 
using present-day boundary conditions (e.g., in-situ stress data, Figure 17). Figures 27 and 28 show the 
normal shear fracture networks colour coded with the magnitude of slip tendency and fracture stability (as 
in the geomechanical prediction) and the MCSS for the Wonnerup and Yalgorup interface.  

The slip tendency values for the Wonnerup and the Yalgorup Members are lower than 0.6 in Block B. 

Fractures with orientations 50-80 (SW-NE) and 130-160 (SSE-NNW) and dip > 50 show the higher slip 
tendency (Figures 27A and 28A). A NW oriented zone of shear fractures predicted in the centre of Block B 
(near Harvey-1) shows higher average slip tendency values (0.17 to 0.28) for both the Wonnerup and 
Yalgorup Members (Figures 27A, 28A and 29). To the east of Block B, in the hanging wall compartment of 

F10, predicted shear fractures with dip >75 and NW orientations show highest slip tendency values up to 
0.3 for the Wonnerup and the Yalgorup Members (Figure 29). The northern part of Block B, between faults 
F2 and F10, is subject to stress tensors rotation and shows slip tendency values for predicted shear 
fractures up to 0.25 especially in the Wonnerup Member (Figures 27A). 

The minimum fracture stability values (<10 MPa), for the small scale fault in the Wonnerup and the 
Yalgorup Members, are found to the west of Block B in the footwall of the large fault F1 where the depth of 
the Wonnerup – Yalgorup interface is <1000 m (Figure 27B and 28B).  
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Figure 27: Geomechanics for normal shear fracture networks for the Upper Wonnerup Member. A) Slip tendency. B) 
Fracture stability. 
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Figure 28: Geomechanics for normal shear fracture networks for the Lower Yalgorup Member. A) Slip tendency. B) 
Fracture stability. 
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Figure 29: Geomechanics for normal shear fracture networks colour coded with the magnitude of slip tendency for 
the lower Yalgorup Member in the central Block B. 

 

6.1 Implication of fracture prediction for CO2 storage  

Fractures often occur in populations with power-law throw distributions with usually a higher frequency of 
small displacement faults and a lower frequency of large displacement faults (e.g. Ackermann et al., 2001, 
Meyer et al., 2002; Manzocchi et al., 2009). Observations of a restricted part of a fault population can be 
extrapolated to predict the range of unobserved faults in the same area (Yielding et al., 1996). Based on the 
available fault interpretation a preliminary cumulative frequency distribution of throw for the SW Hub is 
defined (Figure 30). This distribution suggests that the static geological model underestimates the number 
of faults with throw smaller than 120 m and that there could be as much as 300 faults with offset lower 
than the usual seismic resolution (between of 10 m to 20 m). 

The fracture prediction for the SW Hub represents a first-order estimation of the distribution, orientation 
and initial mode of failure of these subseismic faults. Due to the limitations of the initial data (i.e., seismic 
faults distribution, geometry and offset, background strain and rock properties) and the lack of calibration 
data, the fracture prediction should primarily be used as a guide to understand and make first-order 
prediction on the detail small-scale deformation and estimate their potential impact on fluid flow within 
the reservoir and the top seal units. This could also be used to constrain the requirement for new data 
acquisition (e.g., type, location, density). 

The modelled small-scale faults in the SW Hub are assumed to develop due to deformation controlled by 
stress perturbation around larger faults which is most likely caused by Early Cretaceous slip episodes. The 
ED models predict dominant initial shear failures with a maximum density in the central eastern part of 
Block B adjacent to F10 for both the Wonnerup Member and the Yalgorup Member and Eneabba Shale 
(Figure 25). Although the slip tendency values, based on the present-day in-situ stress data, are lower than 
the 0.6 threshold in Block B (Figures 27A and 28A), there is a relative increases of fracture predicted (near 
the maximum fracture density), near Harvey-1 and in the hanging wall compartment of F10, 8km southeast 

of Harvey-1 with values up to 0.3 for predicted fractures with dip >75 and NW orientations (Figure 29).  

As already stated in section 5.3 the fracture stability is primarily controlled by depth variations and 
secondarily by fracture orientation. The fracture stability values for the modelled small faults are <10 MPa 
to the west of Block B where the Wonnerup and Yalgorup Members are the shallowest (Figure 28B). In the 
Timor Sea, Mildren et al. (2005) suggested a threshold of 10 MPa for the fracture stability below which 
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faults are likely to experience initial reactivation and to act as pathways for hydrocarbon over geological 
times. Applying this threshold to the small-scale shear faults predicted within the Yalgorup Member (Block 
B) would imply that the shear faults within c. 2km from fault F1 (footwall) might be at risk of creating 
pathways if they connect through the regional top seal (Figure 28B). 

 

 

Figure 30: Preliminary cumulative frequency distribution of fault throw for the SW Hub. A power law distribution 
suggests that the number of interpreted faults with throw 120 m is underestimated. 
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7 Conclusions  

To date, the available subsurface data from the SW Hub region present limitations and are not adequate to 
unambiguously image the stratigraphic and structural architectures and therefore the fault seal assessment 
represents only a guide for a first-order understanding of containment potential. 

The CO2 containment potential is largely controlled by fault hydraulic behaviour and can result in a risk of 
lateral migration of CO2 (1) between reservoir compartments, (2) between reservoir and interbedded 
sandstone in the regional seal and (3) between reservoir and overburden and by (4) along fault migration of 
CO2 between reservoir and overburden. 

The limitations and the resulting uncertainties are: 

o A low density of 2D seismic lines with an average spacing of 3km; this results in uncertainties on 

fault correlations, faults linkage, the definition of low displacement faults and the definition of the 

slip pattern on fault planes. We suggest that such a dataset allows only for the development of a 

regional first-order geological model that captures with a higher degree of confidence the 

structures with displacement >200m but that underestimates smaller structures. 

o A sub-optimal distribution (i.e., location and orientation) of 2D seismic lines with mostly E-W and N-

S oriented lines and a poor distribution to the SE of Block B and within Block A. This results in 

uncertainties on faults correlation, faults, the definition of low displacement faults and the 

definition of the slip pattern on fault planes as well as uncertainties on the stratigraphic horizons.  

o Only one well (recently drilled Harvey-1) is reasonably tied to a seismic line in the Block B of the SW 

Hub. This greatly limits the development of a regionally meaningful 3D facies model. We suggest 

that only a first-order Vsh model can be derived directly from Harvey-1. For this reason we also used 

a forward stratigraphic model to explore depositional concepts in the SW Vshsedsim in order to 

better capture the range of geological uncertainty. 

o The absence of leak-off for the Leak-off test conducted in Harvey-1. The maximum and minimum 

horizontal stresses have to be defined using physically based relationships based on the frictional 

equilibrium criterion (Pevzner et al., 2013). This result is uncertainties on the in-situ stress field that 

affect the geomechanical fault seal assessment. 

o The restricted geomechanical analysis performed on cores form Harvey-1. To date only 4 cores 

have been analysed for the Wonnerup Member. The rock properties for the Yalgorup Member are 

estimated from velocity data and initially calibrated with data from the Wonnerup Member. This 

leads to uncertainty in the geomechanical fault seal assessment and the sub-seismic fault 

prediction. 

The regional first-order geological model is characterised by a N-S to NW-SE structural trend. The two main 
faults (N-S trending F1 and N-S to NNW-SSE trending F10) exhibit a maximum displacement of 900m and 
1300m, respectively, and delimit three structural blocks (Blocks A, B and C) for the SW Hub. The Triassic and 
Jurassic horizons are dipping to the east. 

The bounding fault between Blocks A and B (F10) is the only one that juxtaposes the Wonnerup with the 
overburden above the inferred regional seal. However SGR values on the fault plane are above 20% 
suggesting a reduced likelihood of across-fault migration and the supported CO2 column before breaching 
the membrane seal is between 110 and 1100m. All the other faults define a juxtaposition seal (Wonnerup 
Member is juxtaposed against the Yalgorup Member and Eneabba shale) or a self-juxtaposition of the 
Wonnerup Member. The likelihood of lateral migration of CO2 across faults between the Wonnerup 
Member and any interbedded sandstone (i.e., thief zones) in the Yalgorup Member can be locally high on 
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faults F1, F11 and 14. The likelihood of lateral migration across faults within the Wonnerup Member is high 
to average to the south of Block B with potential of westward migration from Block B to Block C if the CO2 
column exceeds the local offset of fault F1. 

The main and subsidiary faults in Block B present an average to low likelihood of fault failure under the 
present-day stress (i.e., low likelihood to act as vertical pathways). The maximum CO2 column height 
theoretically supported by a fault plane in the SW Hub is marginally orientation-dependant with slightly 

lower values for strike orientations between 50 and 160 (SE-NW to ENE-WSW) especially for fault with 

dip > 60. However, depth has the most impact on the maximum supported column. An increasing depth 
results in an increase in stresses that will prevent failure to occur (i.e., on a Mohr Diagram a fault plane 
moves away from the failure envelop with increasing depth). The smallest CO2 column heights required to 
reach failure stress are located to the north of Blocks A and B along faults F1, F2 and F10 and represent 
1200 m or 1000 m of CO2 when assuming a cohesive and cohesionless fault respectively. However, this 
smallest CO2 column heights corresponds to fracture stability and slip stability values less than 10MPa and 
empirical data from Mildren et al. (2005) in the Timor Sea suggest that a pore pressure perturbation 
smaller than 10 MPa is likely to result in the initiation of hydrocarbon leakage over geological times (Figure 
23). With the values for density and viscosity for supercritical CO2 being similar to those of oil and gas we 
assume that the observation made by Mildren et al. (2005) for oil and gas field can be applied to CO2 
injection sites. 

A statistical analysis of the interpreted fault population suggests that the geological model underestimates 
the number of faults with throw smaller than 120 m and that there could be as many as 300 faults with 
offset between of 10 m to 20 m. The fracture models, based on elastic dislocation theory, represents a first-
order estimation of the distribution, orientation and initial mode of failure of the small-scale and 
subseismic faults that are predicted to have developed during the Early Cretaceous tectonic episode 
affecting the Wonnerup and the Yalgorup Members. The fracture models predict dominant shear failures 
with a maximum density in the central and eastern part of Block B adjacent to F10. The stress state of these 
small faults and fractures suggests that there is an average-low likelihood of failure under the present-day 
in-situ stress field in most past of Block B. The pore pressure increase required to reach failure stress 
decreases down to <10MPa to the west of Block B where the Wonnerup and Yalgorup Members are the 
shallowest. These values fall again below the empirical threshold from Mildren et al. (2005) and could 
suggest that shear faults within c. 2km from fault F1 (footwall) might be at risk of creating pathways if they 
connect through the regional top seal. With the values for density and viscosity for supercritical CO2 being 
similar to those of oil and gas we assume that the observation made by Milder et al. (2005) for oil and gas 
field could be applied to CO2 injection sites. 

In light of these first-order assessments, the critical locations associated with higher risks for CO2 
containment in the SW Hub are: 

 The south-western Block B with the possibility of lateral migration of CO2 within the Wonnerup 

Member through F1 if the CO2 column exceeds the local offset. 

 The northern part of Block B with the possibility of vertical migration of CO2 along faults F1, F2 and 

F10. However calibrations in the form of across-fault pressure differences, for instance, are still 

required to assess the presence of potential leak points. 

 The central eastern Block B with the possibility of lateral migration of CO2 between the Wonnerup 

Member and the Eneabba Formation. However, additional stratigraphic data to constrain the 

volume of phyllosilicates and additional calibrations in the form of across-fault pressure differences 

are required to assess the presence of potential leak points. 

In order to gain more understanding on the hydraulic behaviour of faults the following locations for 
additional wells are proposed (Figure 31): 

 On the hanging-wall and footwall of F10 (A and B in Figure 31). A well in the hanging-wall (A in 

Figure 31) will test the presence of higher fracture density in the Wonnerup and Yalgorup 

Members. It could also validate the presence of better Wonnerup reservoir (Griffith et al., 2012). A 
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well in the footwall (B in Figure 31) could be used to test across-fault pressure difference pre- 

and/or post injection. Both well will bring valuable improvement in the facies model and fractures 

definition. 

 On the hanging-wall and footwall of F1 (C and D in Figure 31). A well in the hanging-wall (C in Figure 

31) will test the presence of critically-stressed fracture in the Wonnerup and Yalgorup Members 

(Figure 27Figure 28). A well in the footwall (D in Figure 31) could be used to test across-fault 

pressure difference pre- and/or post injection. Both well will bring valuable improvement in the 

facies model and fractures definition.  
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Figure 31: Locations of proposed additional wells (in blue). See Section 7 for discussion.  
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8 Recommendations 

In light of the first-order assessment of the CO2 containment for the SW Hub it is recommended to:  

 Acquire additional subsurface data, especially seismic reflection data in order to decrease 

uncertainties on the subsurface architecture and constrain the structural framework, i.e., the 

definition/calibration of fault orientation, fault linkage, fault relay and small-scale faults. This is 

critical to further evaluate the distribution of potential leak points. 3D seismic reflection data over 

at least one of the block bounding fault would greatly improve the understanding in major faults 

geometry and slip history.  

 Constrain the local stratigraphic framework by increasing the regional stratigraphic correlation and 

acquiring additional data to calibrate the models of phyllosilicates distribution (Vsh) and the 

distribution of geomechanical and petrophysical properties. This is critical to further evaluate the 

distribution of reservoirs and seals, to constrain the membrane seal capacity of faults and to 

predict small-scale fault distribution and failure mode. Denser seismic and stratigraphic data should 

be used to define the relationship between acoustic impedance and Vsh and carry out seismic 

inversion and further investigate the spatial variation of the Vsh. 

 Constrain the in-situ stress field.  

 Acquire pressure data on fault compartments to constrain the across-fault pressure difference and 

calibrate the membrane fault seal calculations. 

 Sample fault zones (cores) and define the geomechanical and petrophysical properties of faults to 

constrain the geomechanical fault seal assessment. 

Additionally, for a more comprehensive assessment of CO2 storage potential it must be demonstrated that 
the mechanical effects of CO2 injection and storage will not cause the deterioration of the mechanical 
stability and the isolation capacity of the sequestration site. It is therefore critical to further assess the 
effect of induced stress changes by coupling : 

 Thermal-multiphase fluid flow simulations to estimate the distribution and magnitude of pore 

pressure build-up and thermal effects due to CO2 injection, 

 Geomechanical-multiphase fluid flow simulations to investigate the poro-mechanical effects 

caused by pressure build-up and thermal contraction due to CO2 injection and risk of top seal and 

fault failures through time,  

 Chemical-geomechanical simulations to investigate the interaction between CO2-rich fluids and top 

seal mineralogy, the resulting effects on rocks mechanical behaviour and the impacts on top seal 

integrity trough time.  
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